
Curtis Genesis SkylineCurtis Genesis Skyline
Fresh Coffee. Elevated Speeds. All Day, Every Day.

Introducing the Curtis Genesis Skyline

For over 80 years, Curtis has created products to meet the demands of 
an ever-evolving market, while working to help lessen daily operational 
struggles. Our newest innovation - the Genesis Skyline - allows you to 
serve either bean-to-cup coffees or via a freshly brewed urn. 

This seamless, intuitive technology with an easy-to-navigate touch display 
will enable you to grow your coffee program and increase profitability across 
all your locations.

Automation Manages Coffee Completely

Designed with operational efficiency in mind, the Genesis Skyline is the 
first machine of its kind with the ability to automate output based on 
demand. Machine programming is based on peak and low demands - 
programmed for specified times of the day and week; it provides simpler 
operations. During peak times, the machine can brew large batches 
straight from whole beans, and maintain different amounts of coffee in the 
urn  - storing the urn at 25, 50, 75 or 100% full. 

Once demand has waned, programming can switch to  
bean-to-cup mode: making a fresh coffee by the cup only when it 
is ordered - maximizing speed and minimizing waste. Additionally, 
daily cleaning of the machine can be fully automated via calendar 
programming.

PERFECTING THE ART OF BREWING SINCE 1941
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Additional Features
• Two machine modes scheduled by daily calendar:

• Urn Mode dedicates the primary hopper to brew and store up to a one gallon capacity to meet 
the highest demand peaks. The middle hopper remains dedicated to fresh brew on demand.
• Bean-to-Cup Mode can be used during slower dayparts, where both hoppers switch to 
standard fresh brew function to mitigate waste.

• Maximum speed serves customers quickly and efficiently (10 seconds to dispense a 16 oz cup from 
urn, 40 seconds to dispense a 16 oz in bean-to-cup mode)

• Space saving operational footprint, less than 13 inches wide
• Self-service or operator modes
• Three alternate language modes available for self-service
• AutoSetup technology combines loading machine file settings, automatically adjusting the 

grinders, and programming recipes. Additionally, the last sequence performs automatic 
calibration on each grinder to complete the setup process within 10-15 minutes.

• Telemetry provides an accurate overview of both sales and machine performance across your fleet; 
all accessed through a user-friendly analytics dashboard. Additionally, save time and costs using 
bidirectional communication.

Dimensions
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Accessories

Model Configuration

Recommended Daily Volume 250+

Hopper Capacity (lbs) 1 - 1 lb hopper, 1 - 4.4 lb hopper

Number of Hoppers / Grinders 2 Hoppers / 2 Grinders

User Interface Touch Screen

Water Connection (in) Water shut-off valve with 3/”  
compression fitting

Electrical Requirements 208V, 20 Amps

Drain Required Yes

Certifications NSF/ANSI 4 and UL 197 Listed By

Telemetry Yes

EXTERNAL FILTER HEAD
Item #: 96.1000.0123

EXTERNAL FILTER - EXCHANGE CARTRIDGE
Item #: 96.1000.0124

UNDER COUNTER GROUNDS 
RETROFIT KIT 

Item #: 33.3321.2000

WARNING - These products can expose you to chemicals including Acrylamide and Bisphenol A (BPA), which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive 
harm. For more information visit www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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